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XIVth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE 
TOKYO AND KYOTO, 19-27 AUGUST 1974 
Papers relating to the history of mathematics were listed on 
the program as follows (modulo slight editing): 
Germaine Aujac (France): Spherique et spheropee en Grbce 
ancienne . EvanqhQlos Moutsopoulos (Greece): Masse et intervalle 
chez Platon. Liviu Sofonea (Romania): Les hypostases et 
l’histoire du concept d’infini dans la pensde de la physique 
moderne . Karel Hujer (USA): From the first to the second 
scientific revolution. Mohammed Said (Pakistan): Ibn al-Haithan 
-- father of optics, life and works with special reference to 
Kitab al-Manazir. Ichiro Tanaka (Japan): Alhazen’s optics and 
the nature of light. G.B. Petrosyan (USSR): Armenian-Byzantine 
mathematical relations. Edith Sylla (USA): Medieval logic and 
the infinite. Hub. Busard (Netherlands): Some remarks about the 
Euclides Latinus. Richard Lemay (USA): “Libri naturales” et 
sciences de la nature dans la scolastique latine de XIIe sibcle. 
Yoshihisa Izumi (Japan): On Aristotle’s modal logic. Takao 
Tati (Japan): Concepts of space-time in physical theories; non- 
spatio-temporal description of nature. John E. Murdoch (USA): 
A central method of analysis in the 14th century. Grazyna 
Rosinska (Poland): L’audience de Regiomontanus h Cracovie au 
XVe sibcle. Jerzy Bobrzycki (Poland): New sources to the.pre- 
history of the calendar reform. Z.K. Sokolovska ya (USSR): 
Classification of the pre-telescopic astronomical instruments 
illustrated by means of Biruni’s instruments. Arthus I. Miller 
(USA): Einstein and Poincarb: a study of theory construction. 
Franz Weiling (FRG): About first applications of statistical 
methods in biology during the 19th century. N.N. Stoskova 
(USSR): On the question concerning the first technological and 
productional (neolithic) revolution in the development of society. 
Hans Wussing (GBR): Remarks on the mutual relations between 
development of science and production. Seiichi Toya (Japan): 
The history of instrumental calculations in China. Kazuo 
Shimodaira (Japan): Kowa Seki’s works. Yoshimasa Michiwaki 
(Japan): On some Jutsu in Japanese mathematics. Takaaki 
Yamauchi (Japan): Some aspects Of Wasan. A.K. Bag (India): 
MBdhava’s sine and cosine series. Stefan Barsanescu and Adina 
Arsenescu (Romania): Mathematical rudiments in the Romanian 
territories in the XIV - XVI centuries. Hiroshi Watanabe (Japan): 
On the divergence of the concept of motion in the collaboration 
of Beeckman and Descartes. Masahiko Yokayama (Japan): Ch. 
Huygens and the times-squared law of free fall. Nobuo Tajima 
(Japan): Some considerations on the interpretation of Newton’s 
laws of motion II. Keizo Hashimoto (Japan): Mei Wen-Ting on 
.mathematics. Otto T. Benfey (USA): Dodecahedral geometry in a 
T’ang era incense burner preserved in the Shosoin. Ernest 
Stipanic (Yugoslavia): Le probl&me des paralleles chez Federic 
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Gisogono (1472-1558). Zarko Dadic (Yugoslavia): “Consectrarium” 
and ’ ‘par ism” in Getaldic’s problems. Paul Bockstaele (Belgium): 
Pierre de la Ramee, Jan Brozek, Adriaan van Roomen and Camillo 
Gloriosi on the isoperimetric problem. Sabetai Unguru (USA): On 
the need to rewrite the history of Greek mathematics. Imre Toth 
(FRG): La dhmonstration apagogique de 1’irrationalitE: point 
de tournure dans la demarche des mathgmatiques grecques vers un 
philosophie finitiste. Christoph J. Scriba (FRG): The signifi- 
cance of Professor J.E. Hofmann’s research in the history of 
mathematics. Iw Schneider (FRG): The introduction of probability 
into mathematics. Eizo Yamazaki (Japan): Laplace et D’Alembert; 
leurs idles de la probabilite. L.E. Maystrov (USSR): Development 
of the concept of probability. B.V. Gnedenko (USSR): The role 
of practice in development of the theory of probability. 
Christine Philo (France): L’essai inachevd de Condorcet sur le 
calcul integral. S.S. Demidov (USSR): La naissance de la theorie 
des equations differentielles aux derivQes partielles. Svetlana 
Petrova (USSR): Les theor&mes de l’existence et le thdoreme 
fondamental de l’algsbre. Aydin Sayili (Turkey): An unknown 
tract of al-Flrabf. B.L. Laptev and A-P. Norden (USSR): A 
l’occasion du 150e anniversaire de le geometric de Lobatchvski 
non-Euclidienne. Ryosuke Nogaoka (Japan): The earlier develop- 
ment of set theory by Cantor. Joseph W. Dauben (USA): “Hypotheses 
non f ingo” : theological dimension of Cantorian set theory. 
Tamotsu Murata (Japan): L’&olution des principes philosophico- 
mathematiques de la theorie des ensembles chez Georg Cantor. 
Yu. A. Mitropolsky (USSR): Averaging method, its sources and 
development. Jean Mayer (France): D&elopments recents de la 
theorie des graphes. Miklbs Mikolds (Hungary): Some recent 
historical aspects of the development of mathematical analysis in 
Hungary. Katsuhiko Yoshida (Japan): Papers on modern mathematics 
written by Japanese before 1930 . . Motokiti Kondo (Japan) : The 
development of modern mathematics in Japan before 1930. B.A. 
Rosenfeld and A.K. Tagi-Zade (USSR): Mathematics methods used 
for designing astronomical instruments in the Arab countries, 
Iran and Central Asia. Tetsuo Tomita and Kazutoshi Hattori 
(Japan): On key-word-quantitative, chronological analysis of 
documents of “Nihon Kagaku-Gijutsu-Shi Taikei” by computer; 
General, Scientists and Technologists. Albert C. Leighton (USA): 
Progress report in historical cryptanalysis. Pierre Dugac 
(France): Historiographic problems relating to Dedekind, Weier- 
strass, etc. Tamotsu Mura ta (Japan): A philosophical aspect of 
historiography of mathematics. Koshiro Nakamura (Japan): On the 
logical and historical aspects in historiography of mathematics. 
Arpad Szabo (Hungary): How to explore the history of ancient 
mathematics. Heinrich Hermelink (FRG): The earliest reckoning 
books existing in the Persian language. Ulrich Libbrecht (Belgium): 
Indeterminate analysis; historical relations between China, India, 
Islam and Europe. F.C. Auluck (India): India’s contribution to 
